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Abstract: The sodium triple-quantum (TQ) magnetic resonance (MR) signal created by interactions of
sodium ions with macromolecules has been demonstrated to be a valuable biomarker for cell viability.
The aim of this study was to monitor a cellular response using the sodium TQ signal during inhibition
of Na/K-ATPase in living cancer cells (HepG2). The cells were dynamically investigated after
exposure to 1 mM ouabain or K+-free medium for 60 min using an MR-compatible bioreactor system.
An improved TQ time proportional phase incrementation (TQTPPI) pulse sequence with almost four
times TQ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain allowed for conducting experiments with 12–14 × 106 cells
using a 9.4 T MR scanner. During cell intervention experiments, the sodium TQ signal increased to
138.9 ± 4.1% and 183.4 ± 8.9% for 1 mM ouabain (n = 3) and K+-free medium (n = 3), respectively.
During reperfusion with normal medium, the sodium TQ signal further increased to 169.2 ± 5.3% for
the ouabain experiment, while it recovered to 128.5 ± 6.8% for the K+-free experiment. These sodium
TQ signal increases agree with an influx of sodium ions during Na/K-ATPase inhibition and hence
a reduced cell viability. The improved TQ signal detection combined with this MR-compatible
bioreactor system provides a capability to investigate the cellular response of a variety of cells using
the sodium TQ MR signal.
Keywords: sodium NMR; electric quadrupole interaction; sodium triple-quantum signal; TQTPPI;
3D cell culture; bioreactor system; microcavity array; Na/K-ATPase; organotypic culture
1. Introduction
The intracellular sodium concentration in cells is tightly regulated by the Na/K-ATPase.
This ATP-driven pump consumes up to two-thirds of the available cellular energy to maintain
a sodium concentration gradient between the intra- and extracellular space [1,2]. Coupled transporters
use this stored energy in the electrochemical gradient to transport solutes across the cell membrane.
The sodium concentration gradient is also the underlying basis for the excitability of muscle cells and
for the electric signaling between neurons [3]. Irreversible damages and a breakdown of the energy
supply cause a failure of the Na/K-ATPase, which results in an influx of sodium ions followed by
an influx of water leading to cell swelling. Consequently, the cell viability is linked to the sodium
concentration gradient and alterations thereof reflect the early onset of pathophysiological changes.
Sodium magnetic resonance (MR) signals provide non-invasive information about cell physiology
and viability [4–8]. For instance, the sodium single-quantum (SQ) signal reflects the mean tissue
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sodium level, which is a weighted average of the intra- and extracellular sodium concentration.
It was shown that the mean tissue sodium levels rise in multiple conditions, such as stroke [9,10] and
cancer [11–13], and therefore provide valuable information about cell viability. However, the mean
tissue sodium level cannot discriminate between an increased intracellular sodium concentration
and an increased extracellular space [14]. The sodium nucleus with a spin of 3/2 can also create
multi-quantum coherences during ion binding [15]. Interactions of the positively charged sodium ions
with surrounding electrical field gradients created by electro-negative groups within macromolecules
yield a sodium triple-quantum (TQ) signal. These charged groups include carboxyl, hydroxyl and
phosphate groups of proteins, nucleic acids and carbohydrates [16]. This intrinsic selectivity of
the sodium TQ signal results in a large contribution of the intracellular sodium concentration of
approximately 30-70% to the total sodium TQ signal [17–24]. Correlation of sodium TQ signal
increase and the loss of cell viability was demonstrated in experiments with a perfused rat heart
system [17,21,22,25–27], brain ischemia [28] and tumors [29,30]. In the perfused rat heart system,
Schepkin et al. [22] showed that the sodium TQ signal correlated linearly with the intracellular sodium
concentration determined by destructive methods during intracellular sodium loading using a variety
of Na/K-ATPase inhibitions. Based on these findings, Schepkin et al. [26] demonstrated that the
viability of myocytes was better conserved during multi-dose cardioplegia which was preserving the
sodium TQ signal and heart rate pressure product. Eykyn et al. [18] also revealed a linear correlation
of the ratio of TQ and double-quantum (DQ) signal to intracellular sodium concentration determined
by shift reagent in the perfused mouse heart system. A linear dependence of the sodium TQ signal on
the intracellular sodium concentration represents an attractive feature to quantify cellular responses.
To non-invasively investigate living cells by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
Gottwald et al. [31] recently proposed an MR-compatible bioreactor system. This bioreactor system
features an organotypic 3D cell culture cultivated on a collagenized microcavity array (MCA) within
a finely tunable environment. An external perfusion pump continuously supplies the 3D cell
culture with fresh medium containing nutrients and oxygen. The excellent filling and washout
characteristics of this bioreactor design allow the monitoring of the cellular response to pharmaceutical
treatments by NMR [31]. Previous studies investigated the cellular heat shock response by chemical
exchange saturation transfer MR signal [32] and ischemia by sodium TQ MR signal [33,34]. An initial
investigation of the cellular response of HepG2 cells to an inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase by ouabain
and simultaneous stop of perfusion in this bioreactor system yielded a reduction in the sodium TQ
signal [35]. This contradicts others who found an influx of sodium ions and a subsequent increase
in sodium TQ signal [18,22,27]. Most likely it was due to the use of a perfusion stop and a very
weak TQ signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [35], which was dramatically improved in the current study.
Hoesl et al. [33,34] demonstrated that a stop of the perfusion reduces the sodium TQ signal using the
same bioreactor system. This reduction in the sodium TQ signal due to the perfusion stop potentially
interferes with the increase in the sodium TQ signal due to the Na/K-ATPase inhibition [18,22,27].
Therefore, the aim of the current study was to investigate the feasibility of monitoring intracellular
sodium changes caused solely by an inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase of living cells in this MR-compatible
bioreactor system using the sodium TQ signal.
In the current study, the capability of monitoring intracellular sodium changes by the sodium TQ
signal was verified by inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase of HepG2 cells for 60 min using an MR-compatible
bioreactor system at 9.4 T. An improved TQ time proportional phase incrementation (TQTPPI) pulse
sequence was developed. The modification allowed us to achieve several times gain in TQ SNR,
while preserving the simultaneous measurement of the SQ and TQ signals at distinct frequencies.
To obtain the maximum sodium TQ signal from the 3D cell culture in this bioreactor system, the sodium
TQ signal was optimized and the individual contribution of medium and cells to the total sodium
TQ signal was determined. With this optimized TQ signal detection, the cellular response to 1 mM
ouabain (n = 3) or 0 mM K+-free medium (n = 3) in six independent cell cultures was investigated
using 12–14 × 106 cells in each experiment.
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2. Materials and Methods
MR measurements were performed using a 9.4 T preclinical MR scanner (Bruker Biospec 94/20,
Ettlingen, Germany). The comparison of the standard and the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequences was done
using agarose samples and a linear polarized 1H/23Na/39K Bruker volume coil with an inner diameter
of 40 mm. The length of its sodium coil was 42 mm.
In the cell experiments with the MR-compatible bioreactor system, an in-house built surface coil
with a single loop of diameter 35 mm was used.
The evaluation of perfusion characteristics of our bioreactor system was performed using a 1H
MR contrast agent. For this measurement, a quadrature 1H Bruker volume coil was combined with
a Bruker rat receiver surface array.
2.1. Model Solutions
The comparison of the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence with the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence
was assessed using three samples with [2,4,6] % agarose and 134.75 mM NaCl. The size of these
samples was: diameter = 28 mm, length = 75 mm and volume = 35 mL.
2.2. MR-Compatible Microcavity Array-Based Bioreactor System
A detailed description of the MR-compatible bioreactor system (Figure 1) can be found in Gottwald
et al. [31,36] and Kleimaier et al. [32]. This bioreactor system contains an organotypic 3D cell culture
on a polycarbonate MCA, which consists of 634 cavities with a depth of 250 µm and a diameter of
300 µm on an area of 1 × 1 cm2 (Figure 1b). This MCA was first hydrophilized and then collagenized
by a collagen I-solution (0.24 mg/mL). In the final step, a drop of 150 µL medium containing 6–7 × 106
hepatoblastoma cells of line HepG2, which were prepared according to previous reports [31,37,38],
was pipetted on the collagen-coated MCA. The HepG2 cell line, HB-8065, was obtained from ATCC
(Manassas, USA).
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Figure 1. (a) l ill stration of the magnetic reso ance (MR)-compatible bioreactor setup.
A peristaltic pump perfused a 3D cell culture at a perfusion sp ed of 4 0 µL/min with fresh medium
under normoxic onditions at 37 ◦C. A change to a new medium was chiev d by switching a three-way
cock. (b) (i) Bioreactor dimension, (ii) cross-section of the bioreactor with perfusion of the medium
indicated by whit arrows, (iii) 1H high-resolution rapid acquisition relaxation enhanced (RARE) image
of the bioreactor containing tw microcavity arrays (MCAs) and (iv) light microscope and fluorescence
images of cells inside one MCA are shown. The fluorescence image visualizes the cytoplasm of
the cells using CellTracker green. Adapted with permission from Kleimaier et al. [32] published by
Springer Nature.
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After initial cultivation of the cells on the MCA, two MCAs with the upper array placed upside
down were used in the bioreactor. The peristaltic pump actively perfused the 3D cell culture located
inside the MCAs within the bioreactor at a perfusion speed of 400 µL/min with fresh medium through
the pores of the MCAs (Figure 1). The medium consisted of minimum essential medium (MEM)
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% glutamax, 1% non-essential amino acids, 1% sodium pyruvate,
1% penicillin-streptomycin and 0.1% phenol red.
The 0 mM K+ medium consisted of 1.8 mM CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgSO4, 26.2 mM NaHCO3, 117.2 mM
NaCl, 1.0 mM NaH2PO4-H2O and 5.6 mM glucose. This formulation of the 0 mM K+ medium is based
on the formulation of MEM without amino acids, vitamins and 5.3 mM KCl. A gas mixing system
aerated the medium with 74% N2, 21% O2 and 5% CO2. The addition of phenol red to the normal
medium allowed monitoring the pH during the MR measurements. The pH measurement was an
in-line and off-line measurement according to Biechele et al. [39]. To achieve a temperature of 37 ◦C
inside the bioreactor, the animal bed, on which the bioreactor and parts of the tubes were placed,
was heated by a water bath inside the magnet. In addition, the medium reservoir and the tubes from
the medium reservoir to the animal bed were heated by a second water bath. The temperature was
regularly controlled with an infrared thermometer. The temperature measurement was also an in-line
and off-line measurement.
The Na/K-ATPase was inhibited by 1 mM ouabain (n = 3) or by 0 mM K+ medium (n = 3) for 60
min by switching a three-way cock, which was connected to a bottle with normal medium and a bottle
with 1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+ medium. After 60 min perfusion with 1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+
medium, the 3D cell cultures were reperfused with normal medium for 250 min. Unless otherwise
indicated, experiments were repeated independently three times.
The MR scanner safety rules require the placement of the peristaltic pump outside the
radiofrequency (RF) shielded scanner room. This results in a long tube length of approximately
2.5 m between the bioreactor and the medium reservoir. To determine the delay between the switching
of the three-way cock and the arrival of a new medium inside the bioreactor, we used the MR contrast
agent Dotarem (Guebert, France) with a concentration of 2 mM combined with a T1-weighted rapid
acquisition relaxation enhanced (RARE) 1H imaging pulse sequence (Figure 2). The determination of
the perfusion characteristic represents an in-line and quasi-on-line measurement. The RARE pulse
sequence parameters were: TR = 1 s, TE = 4.6 ms, RARE factor 4, 5 averages, 92 repetitions, imaging
matrix = 256 × 128, slice thickness 1 mm, field of view = 50 × 35 cm2, 8 slices and a scan duration of
2 min. In this experiment, the bioreactor did not contain an MCA. The start of the 2 mM Dotarem
medium was around 2 min. This medium was perfused into the circulation system for 60 min followed
by a reperfusion with normal medium for 120 min. An imaging slice, in the place which would contain
the 3D cell culture in the presence of MCAs, was selected and a region of interest (ROI) containing both
compartments was drawn (Figure 2). The mean signal intensity in the ROI was normalized to the first
20 min. The Dotarem medium reached the bioreactor 28 min after the bolus start. From approximately
54 min until 90 min after the bolus start, the Dotarem medium was homogeneously distributed in
the bioreactor. The bolus was completely removed from the bioreactor 118 min after the bolus start.
This confirmed the excellent filling and washout characteristics determined by Gottwald et al. [31].
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2.3. Sodium TQ MR Spectroscopy
In this study, we used the TQTPPI technique to simultaneously detect the SQ and TQ signals at
distinct frequencies [40,41]. The standard TQTPPI pulse sequence [16] yields an equal optimal detection
of the sodium TQ signals for a wide range of ion interaction strengths. Therefore, it does not result in
a maximum TQ signal sensitivity. A fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence was developed, which increases the
TQ signal sensitivity by using a maximum TQ signal at a fixed inter-pulse delay but preserves the
phase modulation.
2.3.1. Standard TQTPPI Pulse Sequence
A detailed description of the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence can be found in previous
reports [16,33,42]. The TQTPPI pulse sequence consisted of three 90◦ RF pulses and one 180◦
refocusing RF pulse, which was set in the middle between the first two 90◦ RF pulses (Figure 3a).
This refocusing RF pulse compensates for B0 inhomogeneity during the evolution time (τevo). In the
standard TQTPPI pulse sequence, the RF phase α = 90◦ + (ns – 1) × 45◦ and the evolution time τevo =
τmin,evo + (ns – 1) × ∆τevo are simultaneously incremented. The RF phase increment by 45◦ results
in eight phase steps to cover a full rotation of 360◦. The number of phase cycles nPC describes how
many times these eight phase steps are repeated. This yields a total number of phase increments of
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ns = 8 × nPC. The RF phase of the second 90◦ RF pulse β = α ± 90◦ was alternated and the signals were
added during each time increment to suppress the DQ signal.
Table 1. Comparison of standard and fixed TQTPPI FID fit results. The values of ASQ and ATQ from
the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence were corrected to the optimal evolution time, which was set
for the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence, by using Equation (1). The transverse relaxation times of the
fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence were determined by a variation of the evolution time followed by a






















standard 28.92 ± 0.39 7.84 ± 0.12 27.1 ± 0.6 41.1 ± 1.7 10.3 ± 0.1 19.0 ± 0.3
fixed 28.64 ± 0.03 7.67 ± 0.03 26.8 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.4 43.2 ± 1.1 9.9 ± 0.2 18.8 ± 0.3
4
standard 20.02 ± 0.34 9.01 ± 0.08 45.1 ± 1.2 34.2 ± 0.8 5.8 ± 0.1 12.4 ± 0.1
fixed 20.18 ± 0.02 8.95 ± 0.02 44.3 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1 3.6 ± 0.1 33.9 ± 0.7 5.8 ± 0.1 12.3 ± 0.2
6
standard 22.38 ± 0.27 11.66 ± 0.15 52.1 ± 0.9 30.0 ± 0.4 4.4 ± 0.1 9.8 ± 0.1
fixed 22.58 ± 0.03 11.71 ± 0.03 51.9 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.2 32.2 ± 1.5 4.2 ± 0.2 9.9 ± 0.3
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Data analysis was performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). To reconstruct the
TQTPPI data set, the free induction decay (FID) of the first regular FID at the minimum evolution
time τmin,evo was Fourier-transformed and the spectrum was phase-corrected by an automatic phasing.
All subsequent regular FIDs acquired at the other evolution times were phase corrected by the
previously found phase correction. Then all spectra were stacked along the evolution time axis.
The sodium spectral peak height constituted the amplitudes of the standard TQTPPI FID in a second
dimension (Figure 4a). A Fourier transformation of this TQTPPI FID results in a standard TQTPPI
spectrum showing an SQ and a TQ signal at the distinct frequencies (Figure 4c).
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relaxation times. The RF phase increment causes oscillations in the single-quantum (SQ) and TQ signals,
which yields SQ and TQ signals at distinct frequencies after Fourier transformation. (b) The signal of
the fixed TQTPPI FID oscillates only between the maximum and minimum signal due to the RF phase
increment and a fixed evolution time. (c) Lorentzian functions represent the different coherences in
the standard TQTPPI spectrum, while the coherences in the fixed TQTPPI spectrum are close to delta
functions as shown in (d).
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For quantification of the SQ and TQ signals, the TQTPPI FID was fitted by [16]:
S(τevo) = ASQS sin(ωτevo + ϕ1) exp(−τevo/T2S) + ASQF sin(ωτevo + ϕ1) exp(−τevo/T2F) + ATQ
sin(3ωτevo + ϕ2)(exp(−τevo/T2F) − exp(−τevo/T2S)) + DC,
(1)
The amplitudes of the slow and fast sodium SQ relaxation components are ASQS and ASQF,
respectively. The total SQ amplitude is ASQ = ASQS + ASQF. The respective slow and fast transverse
relaxation times are T2S and T2F. The TQ amplitude is ATQ. The frequency of the phase rotation
of the SQ component in the standard TQTPPI FID is given by ω = 2π*625 Hz. The phases ϕ1 and
ϕ2 compensate for possible hardware phase shifts. The DC is a baseline offset. To compare the
performance of the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence with the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence, ASQ and
ATQ of the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence were corrected to the optimal evolution time τopt, which
was set for the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence, using Equation (1). The TQ SNR was calculated by
division of ATQ by the standard deviation of ATQ determined from the fit.
2.3.2. Fixed TQTPPI Pulse Sequence
The proposed fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence allows achieving several times gain in the sodium TQ
SNR. In contrast to the sodium SQ signal, which is maximum at minimum evolution time, the TQ
signal has a characteristic build up interval with the maximum TQ signal at an optimal evolution time,
which depends on the transverse relaxation times (Figure 3b). Hence, the sampling of the standard
TQTPPI FID by incrementing the evolution time represents an elegant way for equal optimal detection
of a wide range of ion interaction strengths. However, the evolution time increment results in a lower
mean TQ amplitude compared to a fixed evolution time, which is set to the optimal evolution time
(Figure 3b).
The fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence also comprised three 90◦ RF pulses and one 180◦ refocusing
RF pulse (Figure 3a). Compared to the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence, the evolution time was
optimized and fixed throughout the pulse sequence. The RF phase increment by 45◦ results again in
eight phase steps to cover a full rotation of 360◦. Before each RF phase increment, the RF phase of the
second 90◦ RF pulse β = α ± 90◦ was alternated and the signal of these two RF phase alterations were
added to suppress DQ signals. The phase cycle of eight steps was repeated to yield a total number of
phase increments of ns = 8 × nPC. The larger number of phase increments yields a greater separation
of different coherence orders in the fixed TQTPPI spectrum and a better SNR for the SQ and TQ MR
signals (Figure 4d).
There are two equivalent methods to determine the optimal evolution time for maximum TQ
signal. They are the use of the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence or a variation of the evolution time
using the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence. In the case of a sufficient TQ SNR, the standard TQTPPI pulse
sequence can be used to extract the transverse relaxations. The optimal evolution time can then be
calculated according to:
τopt = ln(T2S/T2F)/(1/T2F − 1/T2S). (2)
This τopt was employed for the comparison of the standard and the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequences
using agarose samples. For a low TQ SNR, a variation of the evolution time of the fixed TQTPPI pulse
sequence is preferable for the estimation of the optimal evolution time. This method was used to
optimize the TQ signal from cells in the bioreactor system.
The reconstruction of the fixed TQTPPI FID is similar to the standard TQTPPI FID. The first regular
FID was Fourier-transformed and the spectrum was phase corrected by an automatic phase correction.
Then the found phase correction was applied to all other regular FIDs and the spectra were stacked
along the RF phase increment axis. The sodium spectral peak heights constituted the amplitudes of the
fixed TQTPPI FID (Figure 4b). A Fourier transformation of this fixed TQTPPI FID results in the fixed
TQTPPI spectrum showing an SQ and a TQ signal at the distinct frequencies (Figure 4d).
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The amplitudes of the SQ and TQ signals were quantified by a non-linear fit of the fixed
TQTPPI FID:
S(α) = ASQ(τevo) sin(α + ϕ1) + ATQ(τevo) sin(3α + ϕ2) + DC. (3)
In contrast to the standard TQTPPI FID, the fixed TQTPPI FID does not contain any contributions
from relaxation effects (cf. Figure 4a,b), as the evolution time is fixed throughout the pulse sequence.
The remaining oscillations in the fixed TQTPPI FID are caused by the RF phase incrementation as
shown in Figure 4b.
To compare the performance of the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence with the standard TQTPPI pulse
sequence, the TQ SNR gain and the transverse relaxation times were investigated. A variation of the
evolution time in the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence allows the calculation of the transverse relaxation
times by fitting the SQ and TQ amplitudes according to their transfer function [40,43]:
ASQ(τevo) = ASQS exp(−τevo/T2S) + ASQF exp(−τevo/T2F) + DC. (4)
ATQ(τevo) = ATQ (exp(−τevo/T2S) − exp(−τevo/T2F)) + DC. (5)
Equations (4) and (5) were simultaneously fitted to the measured ASQ and ATQ using nonlinear
data fitting, respectively. This simultaneous fitting of both equations mirrors the standard TQTPPI FID
fit, where the transverse relaxation times are simultaneously fitted to the FID consisting of SQ and TQ
signals. For the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence, we report the transverse relaxation times and the 95%
confidence intervals determined by the nonlinear fit. The fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence parameters for
the comparison of both pulse sequences were: TR = 300 ms; 2048 complex points; 50 µs sampling rate;
τevo = [18.6, 12.8, 10.2] ms for the [2, 4, 6]% agarose samples, respectively; τmix = 42–44 µs; ns = 720;
1 average; 3 repetitions and a scan time of 7.2 min. To determine the transverse relaxation times, 43–46
non-equidistant evolution times in the range of 0.1 to 120 ms were acquired. In the cell experiments
the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence parameters were: TR = 300 ms; 2048 complex points; 50 µs sampling
rate; τevo = 10 ms; τmix = 57–61 µs; ns = 480; 1 average and a scan time of 4.2 min. To determine the
optimal evolution time for maximal TQ signal, the evolution time was varied in the range of 5 to 25 ms
with an evolution time step of 5 ms. This TQ signal optimization was performed for three cell cultures
before the Na/K-ATPase inhibition and two cell cultures after the Na/K-ATPase inhibition. The time
after the Na/K-ATPase inhibition corresponded to approximately 6 h after the dynamic measurements
of the Na/K-ATPase inhibition.
Dynamic measurements of the sodium TQ signal during the Na/K-ATPase inhibitions were
performed from 20 min before the bolus start until 250 min after the bolus stop. The ratio ATQ/ASQ
was calculated where the background TQ signal of the normal medium or the 0 mM K+ medium
was subtracted from the ATQ/ASQ time course. Then the time course of ATQ/ASQ was normalized to
the first 37 min and denoised by a wavelet denoising using Matlab [44]. Finally, the mean and the
standard deviation of the three denoised ATQ/ASQ time courses for each Na/K-ATPase inhibition were
calculated. The dynamic measurements of the sodium TQ signal represent an in-line and quasi-on-line
measurement according to Biechele et al. [39].
The baseline of the temporal signal fluctuations was evaluated separately in an additional control
experiment with cells but without intervention.
An additional perfusion curve of the bioreactor was obtained without a contrast agent by using
the sodium SQ signal during the Na/K-ATPase inhibition experiments with 0 mM K+ medium. In these
experiments, the bioreactor contained two MCAs with cells, which is in contrast to the experiment
using the MR contrast agent (Figure 2). The sodium SQ signal was normalized to the first 37 min.
Then the average of the normalized ASQ was calculated from the three Na/K-ATPase inhibitions
reported here and from three further experiments. This averaged ASQ time course was smoothed using
a smoothing spline [45].
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2.4. Statistical Analysis
The alterations in the sodium TQ signal during the Na/K-ATPase inhibition and during reperfusion
with normal medium were compared to the control experiment without intervention by using
a single-factor analysis of variance (anova) followed by a multiple comparison test. In addition,
the optimal evolution time after the Na/K-ATPase inhibition was compared to the optimal evolution
time before the Na/K-ATPase inhibition using the same statistical test. The change in sodium TQ signal
was stated statistically significant if p < 0.01.
3. Results
3.1. Comparison of the Standard and the Fixed TQTPPI Pulse Sequences
The comparison of the FID fit results of the standard and the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequences using
the agarose samples can be found in Table 1. It is important to note that the amplitudes ASQ and ATQ
of the standard TQTPPI FID were taken for the optimal evolution time, which was set for the fixed
TQTPPI pulse sequence. The values of ASQ, ATQ and ATQ/ASQ for both pulse sequences agreed within
the 95% confidence interval determined by the nonlinear fit. The fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence with
the fixed evolution time yielded an expected theoretical TQ SNR gain in the range of 2.4 to 3.2 for the
agarose samples compared to the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence with the evolution time increment.
The measured TQ SNR gain calculated from ATQ and its standard deviation was in the range of 3.2 to
3.8. This higher TQ SNR gain could be explained by fewer fitting parameters for the fixed TQTPPI FID
fit compared to the standard TQTPPI FID fit. The variation of the evolution time for the fixed TQTPPI
pulse sequence also yielded the same values for T2S, T2F and τopt within the 95% confidence interval.
In summary, the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence resulted in the identical parameters for ASQ, ATQ and
the transverse relaxation times compared to the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence. However, the fixed
TQTPPI pulse sequence yields an improved TQ signal sensitivity (Table 1), as the evolution time is
optimized and fixed throughout the pulse sequence (Figure 3b).
3.2. Contributions to the Sodium TQ Signal from the Bioreactor
Figure 5a shows the sodium TQ signal of 0 mM K+ medium, medium and a 3D cell culture
on MCAs in medium for the optimized evolution time of 10 ms (Figure 5b). The tiny sodium TQ
signal of ATQ/ASQ = 0.02 ± 0.01% from 0 mM K+ medium, which only contained inorganic salts and
glucose, could be caused by incomplete relaxation as TR ≈ 3.6T1. Proteins in medium resulted in
a small background sodium TQ signal of ATQ/ASQ = 0.04 ± 0.01%. The presence of a 3D cell culture of
12–14 × 106 HepG2 cells increased the sodium TQ signal by more than a factor of three to ATQ/ASQ =
0.13 ± 0.04%. This increase in sodium TQ signal is in accordance with a higher protein concentration of
cells compared to medium. The protein concentration of 12–14 × 106 HepG2 cells is approximately
12–14 mg/mL, while the protein concentration in the medium is 3–4 mg/mL due to the supplement of
10% FBS [46]. Consequently, the sodium TQ signal from the bioreactor originated mainly from the 3D
cell culture with a small background TQ signal from medium.
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Figure 5. (a) Sodium TQ signal of 0 mM K+ medium, medium and 3D cell culture on MCAs in medium 
from the bioreactor. The sodium TQ signal of ATQ/ASQ = 0.13 ± 0.04% mainly originated from the 3D 
cell culture of 12–14 × 106 HepG2 cells, while proteins in medium contributed to a small background 
TQ signal of ATQ/ASQ = 0.04 ± 0.01%. The even smaller TQ signal of ATQ/ASQ = 0.02 ± 0.01% from 0 mM 
i re . l f i i i
fro the bioreactor. The sodium TQ signal of ATQ/ASQ . t 3
cell c lt re of 12–14 × 6 , ll r
si l f / SQ = .04 ± 0.01%. The even smaller TQ signal of ATQ/ASQ = 0.02 ± 0.01% from
0 mM K+ medium could be caused by incomplete relaxation. (b) Optimization of sodium TQ signal
before and after the Na/K-ATPase inhibition. In both cases, an evolution time between 10 and 15 ms
yielded the maximum sodium TQ signal.
The sodium TQ signal was optimized in the presence of a 3D cell culture (Figure 5b).
Before the Na/K-ATPase inhibition, the evolution time of 10 ms yielded the maximum sodium
TQ signal. Additional optimization experiments were performed after the Na/K-ATPase inhibition,
which corresponded to approximately 6 h after the dynamic measurement as shown in Figure 6a.
The sodium TQ signal was more than two times larger than during the optimization before the
Na/K-ATPase inhibition. After the Na/K-ATPase inhibition, the optimal evolution time was in the
range of 10 to 15 ms. Hence, within a standard deviation for ATQ and the evolution time step of
5 ms, the optimal evolution time did not significantly change before and after the Na/K-ATPase
inhibition (p > 0.01).
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Figure 6. (a) Dynamic measurements of the sodium TQ signal during the Na/K-ATPase inhibition for 60
min using 1 mM ouabain (n = 3) or 0 mM K+ medium (n = 3). The two light gray shaded backgrounds
indicate the filling and washout of the bolus in the bioreactor, while the dark gray shaded background
corresponds to the homogeneous distribution of the bolus in the bioreactor determined using the 1H
MR contrast agent experiment (Figure 2). In both experiments, a similar initial increase in the sodium
TQ signal was observed. The sodium TQ signal reached an intermediate plateau of 138.9 ± 4.1%
(p < 0.01) for the ouabain experiment from 75–142 min, while in the 0 mM K+ medium experiment
a plateau of 183.4 ± 8.9% (p < 0.01) was reached from 120-160 min. During reperfusion by normal
medium, the sodium TQ signal further increased to 169.2 ± 5.3% (p < 0.01) for the ouabain experiment
which indicat d a loss of cell viabil ty and further influx of sodium ions. I the experiment u ing 0
mM K+ medium, the sodium TQ signal decrea e to 128.5 ± 6.8% (p < 0.01) during reperfusion, which
in icated a partial restoratio of Na/K-ATPase pump activity and partial cell vi bility. (b) Temporal
stabi ity of the sodium TQ sign l n the presence of a 3D cell culture without Na/K-ATPas inhibition.
The sodium TQ sign l fluctua ed only around the mean value.
3.3. Na/K-ATPase Inhibition
Figure 6a shows the results of the sodium TQ signal during the Na/K-ATPase inhibition using
1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+ medium. After 20 min, the medium was switched to 1 mM ouabain or 0 mM
K+ medium for 60 min. The gray shaded background indicates the time in which the inhibition solution
arrives in the bioreactor and is washed out of the bioreactor. In the ouabain experiment, the sodium TQ
signal showed an initial growth rate of ~1.09%/min from 46–75 min. Later, the growth rate decreased
to ~0.05%/min from 75–142 min reaching an intermediate plateau of 138.9 ± 4.1% (p < 0.01). During
reperfusion by normal medium, the growth rate increased to ~0.20%/min. A maximum TQ signal of
169.2 ± 5.3% (p < 0.01) was reached at the end of the measurement.
In the 0 mM K+ medium experiment, the sodium TQ signal increased with a similar initial growth
rate of ~1.11%/min compared to the ouabain experiment. This initial growth rate was observed from
46–120 min. The period of the sodium TQ signal increase was much longer than in the ouabain
experiment. A maximum TQ signal of 183.4 ± 8.9% (p < 0.01) was reached around 120–160 min. During
reperfusion by normal medium, the TQ signal partially recovered to 128.5 ± 6.8% (p < 0.01) within
20 min. Later the TQ signal was relatively unchanged until the end of the measurement.
During the 0 mM K+ medium experiments, the sodium SQ signal increased during the filling of
the bioreactor with the bolus (Figure 7). This was due to a minor difference in the sodium concentration
between normal medium and 0 mM K+ medium. Such difference additionally allowed us to detect the
time course of sodium intervention, but now it was observed in the presence of a 3D cell culture on
MCAs. The sodium SQ signal increase occurred slightly earlier compared to the change in the water
signal using an MR contrast agent (Figure 2). One possible explanation for this could be the use of
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a non-localized pulse sequence for the sodium measurement, as the medium entered at the bottom
and the left the bioreactor on top (Figure 1b). In the 1H experiment, the perfusion characteristic was
determined in a slice, which would contain the cell culture in the presence of MCAs. Consequently, this
could explain the delay in the 1H measurement. Despite this minor deviation both perfusion curves
were similar. The maximum sodium SQ signal was 103.9 ± 0.1% around 87.5–95.8 min, as shown
in Figure 7. The 0 mM K+ medium contained only inorganic salts and glucose, which also caused
a change in sodium relaxation times. The T1 and T2 values of the normal medium were 69.9 ± 0.6 ms
and 63.2 ± 0.4 ms, while T1 and T2 values of 0 mM K+ medium were 72.2 ± 0.6 ms and 67.8 ± 0.6 ms,
respectively. Based on a mono-exponential decay, this slight change in T2 value caused an SQ increase
of 1.1 ± 0.2%. The remaining increase in the sodium SQ signal could be caused by a slightly increased
sodium concentration in 0 mM K+ medium.
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Figure 7. Sodium SQ signal changes during the 0 mM K+ medium experiments (n = 6). The two
light gray shaded backgrounds indicate the filling and washout of the bolus in the bioreactor, while
the dark gray shaded background corresponds to the homogeneous distribution of the bolus in the
bioreactor determined using the 1H MR contrast agent experiment (Figure 2). A slight increase in
sodium relaxation times and in the sodium content for 0 mM K+ medium compared to normal medium
resulted in the observed increase in the sodium SQ signal. The sodium perfusion curve during the
0 mM K+ experiments was acquired in the presence of a cell culture on MCAs. It agrees well with the
perfusion curve determined using 1H MR contrast agent (Figure 2).
The sodium TQ signal potentially could also be altered by temporal signal fluctuations,
which would confound the interpretation of sodium TQ signal changes during the perfusion with
1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+ medium. Figure 6b shows the temporal stability of the sodium TQ signal
in the presence of a 3D cell culture without Na/K-ATPase inhibition. The normalized sodium TQ
signal fluctuated only around the mean value, while these fluctuations were smaller than the observed
sodium TQ signal changes during the Na/K-ATPase inhibition using 1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+
medium (Figure 6a).
4. Discussion
In the present study, the feasibility of monitoring intracellular sodium changes in living cancer
cells was investigated by an inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase by 1 mM ouabain or by 0 mM K+ medium
during 60 min of intervention. The time course of changes was non-invasively detected without
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contrast agents using the sodium TQ signal. The application of an MR-compatible bioreactor for 3D cell
culture experiments allows a large flexibility with regard to cellular interventions. The combination
with the non-invasive capability of MR is a promising research tool for a variety of applications and,
in particular, in anti-cancer drug development.
It is well known that the perfusion of cells with 1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+ medium causes
an inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase [18,22,47–49]. This leads to an increase in the intracellular sodium
concentration and subsequent growth of the sodium TQ signal (Figure 6a). The increase in sodium TQ
signal results from an increase in sodium ions interacting with proteins, as the protein concentration
inside the cells is higher compared to the medium. These interactions of sodium ions with negatively
charged groups of macromolecules are necessary for the creation of a sodium TQ signal. The initial
growth rates in both experiments were approximately the same, which was also observed in a perfused
rat heart system [22]. In the ouabain experiments, after approximately 30 min the TQ signal reached
an intermediate plateau with a substantially reduced growth rate. This is a common feature for high
concentrations of ouabain that has also been observed in the perfused rat heart system [22] and for
sheep heart Purkinje fibers [47,48]. Our experiments also demonstrate that 0 mM K+ perfusion can
inhibit the Na/K-ATPase stronger than ouabain.
The reperfusion with normal medium in our experiments resulted in a further increase in the
sodium TQ signal in the ouabain experiment. This continuation of sodium influx into the cells is
an indication of irreversible cell damage during ouabain perfusion. It is in contrast to the 0 mM
K+ medium experiment, where reperfusion with normal medium led to a partial recovery of the
sodium TQ signal comparable to the results in the perfused rat heart [22]. This recovery despite the
high intracellular load indicated a partial preservation of the Na/K-ATPase pump activity. The cells
remained viable but with some irreversible functional change of the Na/K-ATPase, as the recovered
sodium TQ signal was not the same as before the Na/K-ATPase inhibition (Figure 6a). There is no
explanation yet, but in a comparable situation, the effect of ouabain could be irreversible, as a result
from a slow dissociation of ouabain from their inhibitory binding sites [47,48].
In a previous study by our group [35], a reduction in the sodium TQ signal was observed during
an exposure of HepG2 cells to 20 mM ouabain and a simultaneous stop of perfusion using this
MR-compatible bioreactor system. This is contrary to the results in the current study and to the increase
in the sodium TQ signal during ouabain perfusion observed by others [18,22,27]. In recent studies,
Hoesl et al. [33,34] showed that a stop of perfusion caused a reduction in the sodium TQ signal using
this MR-compatible bioreactor system. In the current study, we did not use a stop of the perfusion,
as the reduction in the sodium TQ signal during a perfusion stop potentially interferes with the increase
in the sodium TQ signal due to the Na/K-ATPase inhibition [18,22,27]. Consequently, the difference in
the sodium TQ signal change in this study compared to the previous study [35] could be caused by the
use of a perfusion stop. Compared to the previous study [35], we also achieved several times gain
in TQ signal sensitivity using the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence and in addition the cell number was
doubled in the current bioreactor system.
In the perfused rat heart system [22], the sodium TQ signal increased to 190 ± 9% and ~265% for
30 min of 1 mM ouabain and 60 min of 0 mM K+ medium, respectively. These relative TQ signal increases
are substantially larger compared to our study, where the TQ signal only increased by 138.9 ± 4.1%
and 183.4 ± 8.9% for 60 min of 1 mM ouabain and 0 mM K+ medium, respectively. These lower TQ
signal increases may be an indirect indication of a higher intracellular sodium concentration in cancer
cells [50], which reduced the relative growth in intracellular sodium concentration and subsequently
the sodium TQ signal. Changes in sodium relaxation times can be excluded as a cause for these lower
TQ signal increases. The optimal evolution time for a maximum TQ signal did not substantially change
between before and after the Na/K-ATPase inhibition (Figure 5b).
There are also other techniques to monitor changes in the intracellular sodium concentration
compared to the sodium TQ signal. Several fluorescence dyes are commercially available, which require
a fluorescence microscopy or flow cytometry and administration of the fluorescence dyes into the
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cells [51–53]. Dye leakage out of the cells, the shallow fluorescence penetration depth, photobleaching
and cellular autofluorescence are some drawbacks of the fluorescence technique [51–54]. In contrast
to the fluorescence technique, the MR technique is non-invasive, as it exploits the intrinsic property
of the sodium nucleus. The main benefit of using the sodium TQ MR technique is the possibility to
transfer it to in vivo studies. The sodium TQ signal is also not without its limitations. The sodium TQ
signal has contributions from intra- and extracellular sodium [17–24]. Similar to the fluorescence dyes,
a calibration of the sodium TQ signal as proposed by Schepkin et al. [22,26] allows the correlation
of the sodium TQ signal to the intracellular sodium concentration in the presence of an unchanged
extracellular sodium TQ signal and the exclusion of possible pH changes [42]. With respect to other
MR techniques, only the administration of chemical shift reagents yields a separation of the intra-
and extracellular sodium MR signals [24,55,56]. However, the toxicity of these compounds limits
the in vivo applications [57]. The major benefit of the proposed technique is that the MR-compatible
bioreactor system allows to perform a variety of interventions with a variety of cells and to correlate
MR signal changes to cellular processes. Several efforts are already made to image the sodium SQ and
TQ signals simultaneously in vivo, as both may represent valuable biomarkers for cell viability [58–60].
The fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence, where the evolution time is optimized and fixed throughout
the pulse sequence, resulted in a measured TQ SNR gain of 3–4 times compared to the standard
TQTPPI pulse sequence with the evolution time increment in a wide range (Table 1 and Figure 3b).
This TQ SNR gain allowed us to detect the signal of only 12–14 × 106 cells (Figure 5a). In contrast to
a commonly used TQ filtration pulse sequence [40], where the evolution time is also fixed throughout
the pulse sequence, the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence preserves the simultaneous measurement of SQ
and TQ signals at distinct frequencies. In a TQ filtration pulse sequence, an appropriate phase cycle is
chosen to cancel out SQ and DQ signals and the TQ signal is detected at the same frequency as the SQ
and DQ signals. Consequently, the imperfect cancellation of SQ and DQ signals can interfere with the
measurement of the TQ signal, especially when the TQ signals are weak. In the fixed TQTPPI pulse
sequence no extra noise is introduced compared to the filtration procedure [16]. This allows a more
sensitive detection of the TQ signal and its changes which was crucial in the current experiments.
Furthermore, the internal SQ signal in the fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence represents a reference signal
which is a valuable feature for in vivo applications.
The non-invasive capability of the MR technique to obtain a variety of physiological information
resulted in a large effort to investigate living cells in bioreactor systems by MR [31–33,35,61–75].
In general, the low sensitivity of the MR technique requires a high cell density/number, which can
be obtained by densely packed 3D cell cultures, to achieve a sufficient SNR within a high temporal
resolution. In addition, the bioreactor system has to feature an active perfusion of cells with fresh
medium, which supplies the cells with nutrients and oxygen. The active perfusion with fresh medium
will maintain the cells under physiological metabolic conditions [73]. To supply the cells with oxygen,
the medium in a medium reservoir needs to be aerated with the desired composition of N2, O2 and
CO2. For long-term measurements, a pH control system is necessary to compensate for the metabolic
activity of the cells [68,76]. A versatile bioreactor system or the possibility to extract the cells from
the bioreactor system is beneficial to obtain complementary or additional information using other
methods, e.g., fluorescence measurements [31,36,63].
The above-presented sodium TQ MR signal detection method could be used to non-invasively
monitor the cellular response for a variety of cells upon disease progression or treatment-related
changes in an isolated manner using the sodium TQ signal. In this direction, machine learning [77–79]
or compressed sensing [80,81] approaches could further speed up the sodium TQ signal measurements,
which would greatly assist the study of the involved cellular mechanisms. For these suggested
long-term measurements, an electronic control unit to regulate the CO2 concentration could provide
a precise control of the pH of the medium [39,76], as the metabolic activity of the cells can change the
pH of the medium on a long term. In the current experiments, the influence of the metabolic activity of
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the cells on the pH of the medium could be excluded, as the medium reservoir contained approximately
80 mL medium and the cells were only placed in the bioreactor system for a maximum of 10 h.
5. Conclusions
Changes in the intracellular sodium concentration by the inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase of cancer
cells were successfully detected using the sodium TQ signal with improved TQ signal detection.
The fixed TQTPPI pulse sequence with a fixed and optimized evolution time resulted in several
times gain in the TQ SNR compared to the standard TQTPPI pulse sequence, while it preserved the
simultaneous measurement of SQ and TQ signals at distinct frequencies. This optimized TQ signal
detection allowed us to achieve a cell sensitivity of 12–14 × 106 using an MR-compatible bioreactor
system. Perfusion of cells with 1 mM ouabain or 0 mM K+ medium for 60 min yielded a substantial
increase in the sodium TQ signal, due to the inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase and subsequent influx of
sodium ions into the cell. Reperfusion by normal medium indicated irreversible cell damage during
intervention implied by the further sodium influx in the ouabain experiment. Meanwhile the cells
remained viable in the 0 mM K+ experiment and partially recovered the Na/K-ATPase pump activity.
The MR-compatible bioreactor system with the improved sodium TQ signal detection provides the
capability to investigate the cellular response for a variety of cells during disease progression or
treatment-related interventions.
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